Shingle Weavers Hold Convention. Craft Unions on Trial

500 MEN WANTED IN FRESNO, CALIFORNIA, IMMEDIATELY

**FRESNO FIGHTERS SHOW SOLIDARITY**

**INDUSTRIALISTS "WILL FIGHT TO THE LAST MAN"**

**MENT TO TEST CITY ORDINANCE.**

There will be no truce between the Industrial Hall eleven and the authorities. A "strike" will be kept up indefinitely and the men believe that if they do not get their rights they will fight to the last drop. The men witnessed the presentation of a petition by the Watsonville Labor Council to the officials of the Los Angeles, San Francisco and Stockton Labor Councils at Los Angeles, the legal representatives of the I. W. W. in that city. Reddy and Solo, Police Chief and Sheriff Chitkara were given the same humiliation.

Following the presentation of the Industrialist Hall eleven to the officials of the city, the authorities were informed that the men were prepared to fight to the last against the city ordinance. The city, state and federal laws will be considered. The strike would be called off, should the authorities call to the strike drop.

**NEW YORK DRAFTS ARE CONSIDERED TO BE GOOD.**

The strike is to continue until the authorities agree to hear the men's grievances. The authorities have been asked to grant the men permission to meet and discuss the matter. The meeting will be held at the hall on Saturday night. The strike will continue until the authorities agree to hear the men's grievances.

**MAN AND MONEY NEEDED IN FRESNO**

**FRESNO POLICE SHOW BRUTALITY**

The last word has been very late and averages the number on the firing line. Of the men present, a majority of the men were arrested by the police in San Francisco for printing and distributing pamphlets. The men were arrested by the police in San Francisco for printing and distributing pamphlets. They were taken to the police station and released on their own recognizance.

**MAN AND MONEY NEEDED IN FRESNO**

**FRESNO POLICE SHOW BRUTALITY**

**THE TROTH JUST IN-NO MORE BRUTALITY-HELL IN FRESNO.**

THE TROTH JUST IN-NO MORE BRUTALITY-HELL IN FRESNO.
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FRED W. HELEWOOD

EDUCATION

JOSEPH O'NEILL.

The New Idea.

There's more to the education than mere book knowledge.
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